Electrocochleography in auditory neuropathy.
Auditory neuropathy (AN) is a disorder characterized by the absence or the severe impairment of the auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) together with the preservation of otoacoustic emissions and/or cochlear microphonic (CM). We recorded transtympanic electrocochleography (ECohG) evoked by 0.1 ms clicks in one young adult and in four children having distortion product otoacoustic emissions and absent ABRs. In all but one patient CM and summating potential (SP) were present with normal threshold, and their amplitudes appeared comparable to or higher than the values obtained from subjects with normal hearing. The compound action potential (CAP) was absent in two patients while in one subject CM and SP were followed by a highly desynchronized neural activity. A broad CAP was found in two children and the threshold appeared clearly elevated in one of them, while it showed only a mild elevation in the other. No correlation was found between CAP and behavioral thresholds. These results suggest that ECohG can be useful in AN diagnoses since it is the only reliable tool in evaluating the auditory peripheral function in the presence of a desynchronized ABR.